Computing the minimal representation of a given set of constraints (a CSP) over the Point Algebra (PA) is a fundamental temporal reasoning problem. The main property of a minimal CSP over PA is that the strongest entailed relation between any pair of variables in the CSP can be derived in constant time. We study some new methods for solving this problem which exploit and extend two prominent graph-based representations of a CSP over PA: the timegraph and the series-parallel (SP) metagraph. Essentially, these are graphs partitioned into sets of chains and series-parallel subgraphs, respectively, on which the search is supported by a metagraph data structure. The proposed approach is based on computing the metagraph closure for these representations, which can be accomplished by some methods studied in the paper. In comparison with the known techniques based on enforcing path consistency, under certain conditions about the structure of the input CSP and the size of the generated metagraph, the proposed metagraph closure approach has better worst-case time and space complexity. Moreover, for every sparse CSP over the convex PA, the time complexity is
closure for timegraphs and SP-metagraphs (the work in [11] considers only one method and for timegraphs only); (b) new correctness proofs and analyses of (time and space) complexity for all proposed methods; and (c) a new larger experimental analysis evaluating them.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the necessary background and preliminaries. Section 3 presents our methods for computing the minimal CSP representation through metagraph closure. Section 4 concerns the experimental analysis. Section 5 gives the conclusions. Finally, Appendix A gives the proofs of a technical lemma and of a theorem about the correctness of the main algorithm in the paper, while Appendix B discusses a variant of this algorithm for making the metagraph closure partial, incremental, or distributed.
Background and preliminaries
This section gives the necessary background and some preliminary results on PA relations, temporal CSPs, and two prominent graph-based representations for qualitative temporal reasoning.
Point algebra relations and constraints
In the following, we give some fundamental definitions, properties and terminology for the Point Algebra [42, 43] that will be used in the rest of the paper. The basic operations defined over the set of PA relations are: union (∪), intersection (∩), inverse ( ), and composition (•). Union, intersection and inverse are defined in the standard way; composition for two relations R 1 and R 2 is defined as follows: R 1 • R 2 = { x, y | ∃z: x, z ∈ R 1 , z, y ∈ R 2 }. The composition of two PA relations corresponds to the implied transitive relations, and it can be defined by a transitive table specifying, for each pair of PA relations, the resulting composed PA relation [42, 43] .
Definition 2.
A temporal CSP is a set of constraints over either PA or the convex PA where each constraint is an assertion of a PA relation for two point variables.
A constraint over PA between two point variables x and y, will be indicated with xR y, while the relation of a constraint over PA between x and y will be denoted with R xy . A solution of a temporal CSP is an assignment of rational numbers to the point variables of the CSP satisfying all constraints in the CSP. A temporal CSP is consistent if and only if it has at least one solution. Two temporal CSPs are equivalent if and only if they have the same solutions. A temporal CSP Θ entails xR y (written Θ | xR y) if and only if, in every solution of the CSP, the values assigned to x and y satisfy R. A PA relation R is stronger than another PA relation R if and only if R ⊂ R (or, equivalently, for any pair of point variables x and y, xR y entails xR y, but not the converse).
Any temporal CSP involving n variables can be processed by an O (n 3 ) time algorithm which determines if the CSP is consistent and, if it is consistent, it revises the CSP to an equivalent path-consistent CSP [21, 22, 26] defined as follows.
Definition 3. A temporal CSP is path consistent if, for every subset of constraints involving three variables i, j, and k, relation
R ik is stronger than or equal to the composition of R ij and R jk , i.e., R ik ⊆ R ij • R jk .
The next definition gives the fundamental notions of minimal temporal CSP and minimal relation, that were first introduced in [26] for general CSPs.
Definition 4.
The minimal CSP representation of a temporal CSP Θ is a CSP equivalent to Θ such that, for every pair of variables i and j, relation R ij is the strongest relation between i and j entailed by Θ, which is called the minimal relation between i and j.
Enforcing path consistency is sufficient for computing the minimal representation for a CSP over the convex PA [17, 42, 43] , while it is an incomplete method for a CSP over the PA. For a temporal CSP over PA, in addition to enforce path consistency to it, some particular constraint subsets of the path consistent CSP need to be identified because they contain a non-minimal -constraint that should be refined to a <-constraint [14, 39] (see Fig. 1(a) , where v w should be refined to v < w). Such sub-CSPs involve four variables, and in the constraint network representation of a temporal CSP they are called forbidden graphs [39] . Identifying and refining the forbidden graphs in a path-consistent CSP over PA can be accomplished in O (n 3 + n 2 · c = ) time, where c = is the number of =-constraints in the input CSP [39] . 
TL-graphs, timegraphs and metagraphs
This section introduces some necessary terminology and background (mostly from [13] ), and gives some preliminary properties about the base graph-based representations used in the paper. In the literature, several graphical representations for a temporal CSP have been proposed and investigated (e.g., [5, 13, 24, 39] ). Here we focus on the notion of temporally labeled graph, which is defined as follows.
Definition 5.
(See [13] .) A temporally labeled graph (TL-graph) is a graph with at least one vertex and a set of labeled edges, where each edge (v, l, w) connects a pair of distinct vertices v, w. The edges are either directed and labeled or <, or undirected and labeled =. (v, l, w) represents the PA-constraint vlw. As defined in [13, 14] , a model of a TL-graph is an interpretation of the vertex names as rational numbers (time points), such that all names attached to the same vertex denote the same number, and the interpretations of names attached to distinct vertices satisfy the constraints expressed by the edge(s) A temporal CSP Θ can be represented by a TL-graph G Θ . A simple way to construct G Θ from Θ is defining exactly one vertex for every point variable involved in Θ and the following edges: (i) an edge (x, R, y) for every constraint xR y ∈ Θ s.t. R ∈ {<, , =}, (ii) an edge (y, R , x) for every constraint xR y ∈ Θ s.t. R ∈ {>, }, and (iii) the pair of edges (x, , y) and (y, , x) for every constraint x = y ∈ Θ. In the rest of the paper, when we refer to a specific TL-graph representing Θ, unless differently specified, we are assuming the graph constructed by this simple method.
In general, there can be more than one (logically equivalent) TL-graph G Θ representing Θ, and G Θ can contain edges representing constraints that are not explicit in Θ, but are entailed by Θ. A vertex of G Θ can have more than one name (point variable) attached to it representing the same time point. More formally, writing P for the set of point variables involved in Θ and V for the set of the vertices in G Θ , there exists a surjective function V from P to V . (However, for the sake of simplicity and conciseness, in the rest of the paper often the notation will be simplified using the vertex name for indicating both the vertex and the corresponding point variable in the represented CSP.)
The following definition specifies semantically the notion of TL-graph representing a temporal CSP.
Definition 6. A TL-graph G Θ represents a temporal CSP Θ if and only if, for every pair of variables x and y in Θ, Θ | xR y if and only if G Θ | V(x)RV(y).
It is easy to verify that the TL-graph created from a temporal CSP by the simple construction method described above satisfies the previous definition. Moreover, it is easy to see that from a model of G Θ it is possible to derive a solution of Θ, and vice-versa. Hence, G Θ is consistent if and only if Θ is consistent.
A path from v 0 to v n in a TL-graph is a sequence of triples (v 0 , l 1 , v 1 ), . . . , (v n−1 , l n , v n ) where n 1, v i (0 i n) are vertices and l j (1 j n) are labels (relations) on directed edges. In a TL-graph, there are some types of paths that it is important to distinguish. Such paths are defined as follows.
Definition 7.
(See [13] .) A path in a TL-graph is a -path if each label l j is or <; a -path is a <-path if at least one of these labels is <; a -path (<-path) from v 0 to v n is a -cycle (<-cycle) if v 0 = v n .
A TL-graph is acyclic if it does not contain any (<)-cycle. The following property and the corresponding algorithm have been independently proposed by different authors using similar graph representations [13, 24, 37, 39] In the equivalent acyclic TL-graph of a given TL-graph G, called collapsed graph of G, the vertices belonging to the same strongly-connected component of G are collapsed into a single vertex, their names become alternative names of this vertex, and one of them is chosen as the representative of them (function V is revised accordingly).
The next two propositions directly follow from a similar result given by Meiri and Pearl in [24] and by van Beek in [37, 39] for their graphical representations of a temporal CSP (called "precedence graph" in [24] and "PA network" in [39] ). 
(V(x) = V(y)).
By exploiting Proposition 2 and implementing function V as a vector, it is easy to verify that the entailment of equality relations can be checked in constant time. A ranked TL-graph [13] is a simple but powerful extension of an acyclic TL-graph. In a ranked TL-graph (see Fig. 2(b) ), each vertex has a rank associated with it. The rank of a vertex v can be defined as the length of the longest -paths to v from a source vertex s of the TL-graph representing the "universal start time", times a rank distance increment k [13] . The special vertex s has no predecessor and its successors are all the vertices of the graph that have no other predecessor. As observed in [5, 13] , the use of the ranks can significantly speed up the search between two vertices in a ranked TL-graph by exploiting the following property: [13] .) The metagraph of a timegraph T is the graph with vertices the metanodes of T and edges the metaedges of T . In the rest of the paper, the following notation for a timegraph will be used: e is the number of edges;n andê are the number of metanodes and metaedges of the metagraph, respectively; n c is the number of chains;ê = is the number of =-metaedges;n = is the number of metanodes that are connected by =-metaedges to metanodes on different chains.
A timegraph entails v R w (T | v R w) if and only if the TL-graph formed by the vertices and labeled edges of T entails v R w. In a timegraph, the main purpose of the ranks and nextgreater links is supporting the computation of the strongest entailed relation between two vertices (variables) on the same chain in constant time: given two vertices v 1 and v 2 on the same chain such that the rank of v 2 is greater than the rank of v 1 , if the rank of the nextgreater of v 1 is less than or equal to the rank of v 2 , then the timegraph entails v 1 < v 2 , otherwise it entails v 1 v 2 . For example, the timegraph of Fig. 3 entails a < d since a and d are on the same chain and the rank of the nextgreater of a is less than the rank of d.
More in general, as specified in the next proposition, there are four cases in which the strongest entailed relation between two vertices can be computed in constant time. In the other cases, in order to exploit Proposition 4, an explicit search on the metagraph for paths connecting the vertices needs to be performed. Such a graph search can be accomplished in O (ê) time [13] .
Proposition 7.
(See [13] .) The strongest entailed relation R between two vertices v 1 , v 2 of a timegraph can be computed in constant time when one of the following cases holds for v 1 and v 2 : (i) they are alternative names of the same vertex (R is =); (ii) they are distinct vertices on the same chain (R is either <, >, or ); (iii) they are not on the same chain, they have the same rank, and there is no =-edge between them (R is ); (iv) they are connected by a =-edge (R is =). 3 As observed in [5] , the fourth case of Proposition 7 assumes that, after timegraph construction, the =-constraints are stored in an O (n 2 = ) space matrix. Moreover, it is assumed that the =-edge between v 1 and v 2 is not redundant, i.e., that there is no (<)-path connecting these vertices. In this case, A timegraph T Θ representing a temporal CSP Θ is a timegraph built from the TL-graph representing Θ. As shown in [5, 13] , a timegraph can be constructed from a given TL-graph G by performing four main steps: (1) checking the consistency of G and making G acyclic; (2) ranking the graph vertices; (3) forming the time chains and the metagraph; and (4) making explicit the implicit < relations in G. 4 The next proposition states the equivalence between the strongest relations entailed by a timegraph and the minimal relations for the corresponding represented CSP. The proposition proof uses the notion of labeled connectivity, defined as follows:
Definition 12. The labeled connectivity of a TL-graph G is a boolean function C : V × V ×{<, , =, =} → {true, false} specifying for every pair of vertices v, w in the set V of vertices of G whether from v to w there is a <-path (C(v, w, <)), a -path and no <-path (C(v, w, ) ), a =-edge and no -path (C(v, w, =)), or they are alternative names of the same vertex (C(v, w, =)). Concerning the computational complexity of building the timegraph representation, we will use the following background result. [13] . It is worth noting that typicallyn is smaller than n,ê is smaller than c, andê = is smaller than the number of input =-constraints. Moreover, since every variable in Θ is involved in at least one binary constraint of Θ, O (n + c) = O (c).
Proposition 9. (See

Serial-parallel graphs and metagraphs
Delgrande, Gupta and Van Allen proposed an approach, called SPMG [5, 6] , which is based on structuring temporal information into series-parallel metagraphs [36] . A series-parallel graph (SP-graph) is a DAG with one source s and one sink t, defined inductively as follows [5, 36] and t 1 with t 2 (call this vertex t) is a series-parallel graph with source s and sink t constructed using a parallel step.
In SPMG, each edge of an SP-graph is labeled either < or , and represents either a <-constraint or a -constraint, respectively ( =-constraints are not explicitly represented in the graph). Moreover, in any SP-graph G with e edges and n vertices, we have e 2 · n. It is easy to see that an SP-graph is a particular acyclic TL-graph. Fig. 4 gives an example of a simple SP-graph, together with its decomposition tree. Any SP-graph G can be decomposed into the decomposition tree of G, that is implicitly given by the definition of SP-graph. Internal nodes of the tree are labeled "series" or "parallel", while leaf nodes are labeled by edges of G.
Using the decomposition tree of an SP-graph G, SPMG efficiently "compiles" G to derive some information supporting constant time queries on G. This processing consists of two main steps: computing a planar embedding of G, and computing v 1 and v 2 are metanodes. As discussed in [13] , redundant =-edges are recognized during the timegraph construction when dealing with the implicit < relations. Given the collapsed (acyclic) graph G of the TL-graph representing a consistent temporal CSP, SPMG constructs a seriesparallel metagraph (SP-metagraph) G for G as follows. First G is partitioned into a set of maximal series-parallel subgraphs, and each of these SP-graphs is collapsed into a single metaedge of G . A metaedge from u to v represents an SP-graph with source u and vertex v, and its label is the intersection of the labels of all paths from u to v in G. Any =-edge in G connecting two vertices x, y in the same SP-subgraph may be replaced with a <-edge (if there is a -path from x to y); otherwise the edge is a =-metaedge of the metagraph which can imply implicit <-constraints. (Differently from the original timegraph representation, such implicit constraints are handled at query time, instead of making all them explicit at compilation time.) Then, each metaedge in the metagraph derived is processed to compute a planar embedding for the corresponding SP-graph and its A and S functions. As shown in [5] , this information allows SPMG to derive the strongest entailed relation between two vertices of G in the same metaedge in constant time. [5] .) Given the SP-metagraph G of a TL-graph G, for any pair of vertices v, w of G in the same metaedge (SP-graph) of G , the strongest entailed relation between v and w can be computed in constant time. [5] .) Given the TL-graph G representing a temporal CSP Θ involving n variables and c constraints, the total time and space complexity of constructing the SPMG representation from G is O (n + c).
Proposition 10. (See
Proposition 11. (See
In order to answer queries about the strongest entailed relation between vertices G that are vertices of the metagraph, SPMG uses a path-search algorithm that, like in TL-graphs and timegraphs, can exploit the vertex ranks for pruning the search. The worst-case time complexity of this algorithm is linear in the number of vertices and edges forming the metagraph [5] . To compute the strongest entailed relation between two vertices of G that are internal to two different metaedges, SPMG combines path-search on the metagraph and lookup inside the two SP-graphs associated with the metaedges. Also the time complexity of this method is linear w.r.t. the metagraph size. Finally, equality relations for pair of vertices in G can be derived by SPMG in the same way as done in the timegraph approach, using the initial collapsed TL-graph and exploiting Proposition 2.
The next proposition states the equivalence of the strongest relations computed by SPMG and the corresponding minimal relations for the represented CSP. 
Metagraph closure
In this section, we present a collection of methods for compiling a temporal CSP Θ into some metagraph-based representations, which can be exploited to compute the minimal relation between any pair of variables of Θ in constant time.
These data structures, together with the relative constant-time query algorithms, can be considered as a representation of the minimal CSP of Θ, which we call the metagraph-closure representation of Θ.
First we focus on methods based on the closure of the timegraph metagraph, and then on methods based on the closure of the SP-metagraph used in SPMG. In order to simplify the presentation, we will assume that the input CSP does not contain or entail equality constraints. This assumption does not restrict the generality of the proposed techniques for the Point Algebra since, in all methods considered in the paper, equality constraints can be treated in O (c) time using the collapsed TL-graph of the TL-graph representing the input temporal CSP and exploiting Propositions 2 and 3. Moreover, we assume that the input CSP is consistent, since the minimal relations of an inconsistent CSP are undefined or all empty, 5 and
by Proposition 1 consistency can be checked in O (c) time.
Metagraph closure for timegraph
In this section, we extend the timegraph representation with additional information that can be exploited to compute the minimal relation between any pair of variables in constant time. Two alternative approaches and three specific methods, with their corresponding constant-time query algorithms, will be introduced.
Metagraph closure through path consistency and queries
In this approach, the timegraph is extended with a square matrix indexed by pairs of metanodes and containing the minimal relation between the corresponding represented variables. We call such a table an explicit closure of the metagraph, and we present two methods for computing and using complete and partial explicit closure, respectively.
The complete explicit closure can be derived by computing the minimal CSP of a particular CSP identified by the metagraph, which is defined as follows.
Definition 13.
The metagraph CSP of a timegraph T is the temporal CSP involving the point variables represented by the metanodes of T , and formed by the constraints represented by the metaedges of T plus a constraint xR y for every pair of metanodes x and y on the same time chain of T , where R is the strongest relation between x and y entailed by T . Fig. 5 gives a simple algorithm, PC-MetagraphClosure, for computing the minimal metagraph CSP of T by enforcing path consistency. In the algorithm description, NG(s) abbreviates Nextgreater(s), and x ≺ R y Rank(x) < Rank( y). Steps 1-5 generate a CSP Θ containing the minimal constraints for every pair of variables corresponding to metanodes on the same chain of T ; steps 6-7 extend Θ with the constraints over PA represented by the metaedges of T (the nextgreater, nextout/in and prevout/in links are ignored); finally, step 8 enforces path consistency to Θ. Since by construction T contains no implicit <-constraint, the output path-consistent CSP is also minimal, because it contains no forbidden graph [14, 39] .
Lemma 1. The CSP computed by PC-MetagraphClosure is minimal.
Proof. By Definition 13, steps 1-7 of the algorithm define Θ as the metagraph CSP of the input timegraph T . Let Θ be the output CSP of algorithm PC-MetagraphClosure. If the constraints generated by steps 1-7 of the algorithm are all over the convex PA, then step 8 guarantees that Θ is minimal [17, 39] . Suppose that steps 1-7 add a =-constraint to Θ. As shown in [14, 39] , if Θ were not minimal, then it would contain a 4-variable sub-CSP Θ F forming a forbidden graph (see 5 Since the CSP has no solution, there is no feasible relation between any pair of variables. Fig. 1(a) ). Since T contains no implicit <-constraint [13] (see Section 2.2 and [13] ), T contains no forbidden graph. Thus, if Θ contained Θ F , then it would also contain at least one -constraint between two variables in Θ F such that in T there is no -path between them (otherwise T would contain an implicit relation of the type illustrated in Fig. 1(c) ). But by construction of T , Θ and Θ, this is impossible. Hence Θ is minimal. 2
The time complexity of algorithm PC-MetagraphClosure is O (n 3 ), because step 8 is the most expensive step and can be accomplished by running an O (n 3 ) time algorithm [17, 39, 43] ; the space complexity is O (e +n 2 ).
The next lemma gives a property of the minimal metagraph CSP of a timegraph that will be used in the proof of the next theorem. The proof is given in Appendix A.
Lemma 2. Let Θ T be the minimal CSP of the metagraph CSP Θ T of a timegraph T . For any pair of metavertices v, w in T , the strongest relation between v and w entailed by T is the minimal relation between v and w in Θ T .
The next theorem states that, by using the timegraph extended with its (minimal) metagraph CSP, the strongest entailed relations between any pair of variables can be computed in constant time. In order to derive such an algorithm, which is outlined in the proof of the theorem, we need to enrich the representation with an additional class of links, called prevless links. Since by Lemma 1 Θ is minimal, and by Lemma 2 if v 1 Q v 2 ∈ Θ then Q is the strongest entailed relation between v 1 and v 2 in T , it is easy to verify that the strongest entailed relation between v and w is
and "•" is the composition operation in PA [17, 43] . These three composed relations and their intersection can be computed in constant time. 2
An alternative simple method for computing the minimal metagraph CSP Θ of a timegraph T is making a timegraph query for every pair of metanodes v, w in T : if the strongest relation between v and w entailed by T is R, then by Lemma 2 v R w ∈ Θ. Interestingly, by using this approach we can restrict the queries to only pairs of metanodes on different chains. This is because, for pairs of metanodes on the same chain, the original timegraph already supports constant time queries.
Thus, we can compute only a portion of Θ and construct only a partial explicit closure of the metagraph.
Algorithm. ChainClosure
Input: a timegraph T ; Output: T extended with chain closure (chainleq and chainless links);
13. We call this query-based method Q-MetagraphClosure. The constant-time query algorithm outlined in the proof of Theorem 1 remains valid also for this method. The worst-case time complexity of the (partial) construction of Θ from the timegraph is O (n 2 ·ê), which can be higher than the complexity of PC-MetagraphClosure. However, in practice, it can be significantly better than this bound, because the performed queries can be much less thann 2 and, as observed in [5, 13] , the search pruning techniques in the query algorithms can have a profound impact in reducing the number of the edges visited by each search.
Metagraph closure through chain closure
In this approach, the timegraph representation is extended with two additional links for each metanode v with an outgoing cross-chain edge and each chain C :
• Chainless(v, C ), which is the first node w on C such that v < w is entailed by the timegraph (there is a <-path from v to w);
• Chainleq(v, C ), which is the first node t on C such that v t is entailed by the timegraph and v < t is not entailed (there is a -path from v to t, and there is not a <-path between them).
When one of these links is undefined, the corresponding link has value "null".
Definition 14.
The set formed by the chainless links and the chainleq links of a timegraph T is the chain closure of T . min Rank {x, y} is equal to x if Rank(x) Rank( y), equal to y otherwise; we assume that Rank(null) = +∞; finally, E ng is a set of auxiliary edges for the metagraph (V ,Ê) defined as follows
As explained below, set E ng is used for making the algorithm more efficient by reducing the number of the successor nodes to examine.
The algorithm has a main loop in which each metanode v is processed (in decreasing rank order) to compute its chainleq and chainless links for each chain C = Chain(v). The first internal loop (step 2) initializes these links to null; the second internal loop (steps 3-7) processes all successor metanodes of v reachable by a <-edge inÊ ∪ E ng ; while the third internal loop (steps 8-16) considers the successor metanodes connected to v by a -metaedge. The second and third internal loops perform a search on the timegraph from v checking the existence of a <-path (for the chainless links) and a -path (for the chainleq links) to every node on C , and incrementally set these links to the connected vertex on C with the lowest rank. However, note that it is not necessary to explicitly examine all such successor metanodes. This is because, if in timegraph
T there is a <-path from v to a node t (Chain(v) = Chain(t)) crossing some node on Chain(v), then in T there also exists a (Chainless(no, Chain(w) )) then return "<" 5.
else if Rank(w) Rank (Chainleq(no, Chain(w) )) then return " "; 6.
return " ". ChainQuery is the timegraph query algorithm for vertices on the same chain [13] .
<-path from v to t crossing a metanode u on Chain(v) such that u is one of NO(v), NG(v) or NO(NG(v)). These metanodes are examined at step 3.
It is important to observe that, since the most external loop processes the metanodes in their decreasing rank order, the internal loops can exploit the already computed chainleq and chainless links of the successor node s under consideration to complete the path searches crossing s, and update the chainleq and chainless links of v.
Finally, it is worth noting that the check at step 10 ensures that the chainleq links are consistently updated w.r.t. the corresponding chainless links (the rank of the chainleq of v for a chain cannot be equal to or greater than the rank of the chainless of v link for the same chain). Similarly, step 16 sets the computed chainleq links to null if they become inconsistent because of a previous update of the corresponding chainless link.
The next two theorems state the correctness and time complexity of ChainClosure, respectively. The correctness proof (Theorem 2), which is by induction over the number of the metanodes in the timegraph, is given in Appendix A. The proof of the next theorem shows that, by exploiting the chainless and chainleq information, it is possible to derive a simple constant-time algorithm for querying the strongest entailed relation between any pair of vertices of a timegraph.
Theorem 2. Algorithm ChainClosure extends an input timegraph T with the chain closure of T .
Theorem 3. Let T be a timegraph withn metanodes,ê metaedges and n c chains. The time complexity of Algorithm ChainClosure applied to T is O (n c ·ê).
This algorithm is described in the proof of the theorem, and its pseudocode is given in Fig. 7 for the (most complex) case of two nodes that are not metanodes. As consequence of this result, as stated in the successive theorem, also the minimal relation between the variables represented by these vertices can be computed in constant time.
Theorem 4. Let v and w be two vertices in a timegraph T extended with the chain closure. The strongest relation between v and w entailed by T can be computed in constant time.
Proof. If v and w are on the same time chain, T entails v = w, or the strongest relation between v and w entailed by T is =, then by Proposition 7 the strongest entailed relation between v and w can be computed in constant time.
If v and w are on different chains, querying the strongest entailed relation can be accomplished in constant time by exploiting the chain closure as follows. Without loss of generality, suppose that Rank(v) Rank(w) and w is on chain C w . There are three cases to consider: (a) none of v and w is metanode, (b) only one of v and w is a metanode, (c) both v and w are metanodes. In the rest of the proof, we consider only case (a). Cases (b) and (c) can be handled in a similar, slightly simpler way.
If Nextout(v) = null, then clearly the query answer is " ". Assume that Nextout(v) = null, and let no = Nextout(v) and ng = Nextgreater(v), if Nextgreater(v) has a cross-chain outgoing edge, ng = Nextout(Nextgreater(v)) otherwise. There are the following four cases to consider, which are illustrated in Thus, by Proposition 4, the strongest entailed relation between them is "<".
(2) If case (1) does not apply and Rank(w) Rank (Chainless(no , C w ) ), by definition of Chainless, no and Rank, in T there is a <-path from v and w. Thus, by Proposition 4, the strongest entailed relation between them is "<". (1)- (4) in the constant time query algorithm outlined in the proof of Theorem 4. NG and NO abbreviate Nextgreater and Nextout, respectively. Edges on the same chain without a label are assumed to be -edges.
(3) If cases (1)- (2) Proof. The claim of the theorem is a straightforward consequence of Proposition 8 and Theorem 4. 2
The following theorems state the time and space complexities of our method for computing the metagraph-closure representation supporting the derivation of minimal PA relations in constant time. The notation used in the theorems is defined in Section 2.2. Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 6, except that the time complexity of computing the timegraph for Θ is O (n + c +ê ·n +ê = · (ê +n)). 2
Remark. It is important to observe that the number of metanodes and metaedges in a timegraph can be significantly smaller than the number of variables n and constraints c, respectively, in the input CSP. For this reason, in practice the time complexity of computing the metagraph closure through the chain closure method can be lower than the complexity of the known techniques for computing the minimal CSP of a CSP over the convex PA (O (n 3 )) and the full PA (O (n 3 + c = · n 2 ), where c = is the number of input =-constraints) [39, 43] . Moreover, for an input sparse CSP over the convex PA, our method has a better worst-case time complexity. In particular, when c is linear with respect to n, its complexity is O (n 2 ) while the techniques in [39, 43] require O (n 3 ) time. This can be shown by considering a CSP with n variables forming a single 
Method for full PA Path-consistency based
time chain. The path-consistency algorithm in [43] 
, because the additional <-metaedges added to the timegraph for removing the implicit < relations of the type illustrated in Fig. 1(c The space complexity of the traditional techniques based on path consistency for computing the minimal CSP representation [39, 43] is O (n 2 ), because these algorithms store one label for every pair of variables. For an input temporal CSP that is dense (where c is quadratic w.r.t. the number of variables), obviously the proposed approach has a similar worst-case space complexity. However, for a sparse temporal CSP, the chain closure approach can have a better space complexity, especially if the CSP exhibits chain structure. In particular, when c is linear w.r.t. n, the space complexity of our method for a CSP over the convex PA is O (n +n · n c ). Since for chain-structured CSPsn and n c can be much smaller than n, the space saving w.r.t. the traditional quadratic space approach can be significant. In practice, we expect that this is the case also for sparse chain-structured CSPs over the full PA, since for these timegraphs the additional <-edges for handling implicit < relations of the type illustrated in Fig. 1 is typically much less thann 2 (which can be significantly smaller than n 2 ), andn = can be much smaller than n. Finally, we observe that in general the space complexity bounds for the output timegraph with chain closure can be slightly better than the bounds in Theorem 8. This is because, once we have computed the chain closure, all metaedges can be eliminated from the representation (in addition to all transitive edges), given that, as indicated in the proof of Theorem 4, the strongest entailed relation between any pair of variables can be derived in constant time without using them. Thus, the only timegraph information that need to be stored are the nextgreater and chainless/leq links, plus the vertex ranks and the separate data structures for querying equalities and inequations in constant time. It follows that the total space complexity of all the data structures supporting constant-time queries can be reduced to O (n +n · n c ) for the convex PA and O (n +n · n c +n 2 = ) for the full PA, which in practice can be better than O (n 2 ). Tables 1 and 2 summarize the worst-case time and space complexities of the investigated methods for computing the metagraph-closure representation and of the traditional approach to computing the minimal CSP based on enforcing path consistency. The bounds are given for general temporal CSPs and for sparse temporal CSPs, where c is O (n) (consequently, e = is O (n) andê is O (n) for the convex PA, while it is O (n 2 ) for the full PA). Overall, when the metagraph size (number of metanodes and metaedges) is smaller than the size of the input CSP (number of variables and constraints), the complexity bounds of the metagraph-closure methods are better than the ones of the path-consistency based method, with the only exception of the time complexity of Q-MetagraphClosure for sparse CSPs over the full PA. Moreover, for sparse CSPs over the convex PA, the ChainClosure method is clearly the best method regardless of the relative size and structure of the CSP and metagraph. 
Metagraph closure for SPMG
An interesting question is how to efficiently compute the metagraph closure of the SPMG representation for PA. It is unlikely that an efficient specialized method like the chain closure for timegraphs can be developed using only the base data structures of SPMG for SP-graphs, i.e., the SP-edges, the planar embedding and functions A and S. The main reason is that this information is strictly local to each SP-graph forming a metaedge of the SP-metagraph, while a time chain can contain edges to other chains and local information, such as the nextgreater links, that has been computed by considering the whole timegraph [13] .
Two simple possible methods for computing the metagraph closure in the context of SPMG can be obtained by using algorithms PC-MetagraphClosure and Q-MetagraphClosure applied to the SP-metagraph of SPMG instead of to the timegraph metagraph. A third method consists of indirectly applying the ChainClosure algorithm to the SP-metagraph. The idea is constructing the timegraph T G of the temporal CSP Θ G represented by the SP-metagraph G of the TL-graph G representing the input CSP (formally defined below), and then making the chain closure for T G .
Definition 15. The CSP represented by an SP-metagraph is the temporal CSP containing xR y if and only if (x, R, y) is an
edge of the SP-metagraph.
It should be noted that G can exhibit a chain structure or be a sparse graph. Hence computing the chain closure for T G could be much faster than generating the explicit representation of the minimal CSP by making all queries between the metanodes of the SP-metagraph, or by enforcing path consistency to the CSP of the SP-metagraph.
For instance, consider the simple TL-graph G used as the running example in [5] and described in Fig. 9 . G contains nine vertices forming two SP-graphs (metaedges), while G contains only four vertices and represents the following temporal CSP
The timegraph T G representing Θ G shown in Fig. 9 contains only one chain.
In general, as we show below, when T G has only one chain, the strongest entailed relation between any pair of vertices of the initial TL-graph G can be computed in constant time using a combination of the information in the time chain of T G and the SP-graphs (edges) of G . When T G contains more than one chain, constant-time queries can be performed by exploiting its chain closure.
As observed by DelGrande, Gupta and Van Allen [5] for their SPMG reasoner, the strongest entailed relation for two vertices of G can be derived by composing three particular relations obtained using the SP-metagraph of G. This method for querying relations is formally specified in the next proposition, and the following theorem states that the method can be implemented by a constant-time algorithm.
Proposition 13. (See [5].) Let v and w be two vertices of a TL-graph G such that Rank(v) Rank(w) and G an SP-metagraph of G.
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The strongest relation between v and w entailed by G is relation R
1 • R 2 • R 3 ,
where "•" is the composition operation between PA
relations [42, 43] and R 1−3 are derived as follows:
if v is a metanode of G , the strongest entailed relation between v and the sink v of the metaedge of G containing v, otherwise; • R 2 is the strongest entailed relation between: v and w, if they are both metanodes of G ; v and the source w of the metaedge of G containing w, if v is a metanode of G and w is not; v and w, if w is a metanode of G and v is not; v and w , otherwise;
• R 3 is " ", if w is a metanode of G , the strongest entailed relation between w and w otherwise.
For example, consider querying the relation between s and f in the TL-graph of the left side of Fig. 9 . We have R = • < • , i.e., s < f . 
Theorem 9. Given the timegraph T G with chain closure representing the temporal CSP of the SP-metagraph G of a TL-graph G, the strongest relation R entailed by G between any pair of vertices v, w can be computed in constant time.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that G is acyclic and that Rank(v) Rank(w). (If
where R 1,2,3 are defined as specified in Proposition 13. By Proposition 10, relations R 1 and R 3 can be computed in constant time. By Theorem 4 and construction of T G , relation R 2 can be computed in constant time through the chain closure of T G . The case in which R is " =" can be handled by using a matrix storing the input =-constraints that remain in the graph after the construction of the SP-metagraph and checking, in constant time, whether v = w is in the matrix and R 2 / ∈ {<, }. (Notice that, during the construction of the SP-metagraph, every input =-constraint is either replaced by a <-constraint or it is represented by a =-metaedge [5] .) Finally, the composition operation can obviously be performed in constant time. 2
Theorem 10. Given a temporal CSP Θ, the SP-metagraph G Θ of the TL-graph G Θ representing Θ and the timegraph T G Θ with chain closure representing the CSP of G Θ , for every pair of variables x, y in Θ, the minimal relation between x and y can be computed in constant time.
Proof. By Definition 6 and construction of G Θ (described in Section 2.2), Θ | xR y if and only if G Θ | V(x)RV(y), and so the strongest relation R between V(x) and V(y) entailed by G Θ is the minimal relation between x and y for Θ. By Theorem 9 R can be computed in constant time. 2
Concerning the time complexity of constructing the combined representation G Θ and T G Θ with chain closure for a temporal CSP Θ, we observe that we have the same bounds as for the construction of the timegraph with chain closure for Θ.
By Theorem 6, T G Θ
can be computed in O (e +n ·ê), where e is the number of (meta)edges of G Θ ,n andê are the number of metanodes and metaedges, respectively, in T G Θ
. By Proposition 11 it follows that the total time complexity is O (c +n ·ê),
where c is the number of constraints in the input temporal CSP.
Similarly, it is easy to show that for a CSP Θ over the full PA, the total time complexity of constructing the combined representation is O (c +ê ·n +ê = · (ê +n)), whereê = is the number of =-metaedges in T G Θ .
Experimental analysis
In this section, we present an experimental study aimed at evaluating the effectiveness of the techniques proposed in the first part of the paper. Overall, we consider seven methods: the known method based on path consistency, including the reduction of forbidden graphs (only for the full PA); the three methods based on computing the metagraph closure for the timegraph through path consistency, query algorithms and chain closure, respectively; and the three methods based on computing the SP-metagraph closure through path consistency, query algorithms and chain closure for the timegraph of the SP-metagraph, respectively.
The first subsection briefly specifies the reasoning systems implementing the compared methods; the second describes the experimental settings and the used benchmark domains; the third summarizes the main results and observations; the fourth gives detailed results comparing the three methods using the timegraph metagraph closure and the known path consistency approach; finally, the fifth gives detailed results comparing the three methods using the SP-metagraph closure, the path-consistency approach, and the best of the three methods using the timegraph metagraph closure.
Compared implemented approaches
All techniques presented in the paper, including the basic algorithms for constructing and querying timegraphs and SPmetagraphs, have been implemented (in C) obtaining eight reasoning systems. 8 In every system, the minimal constraint for a pair of variables can be read off from the corresponding output data structures in constant time.
Methods based on path consistency PC:
this is an implementation of the path-consistency algorithm given in [43] with the improvements proposed in [41] . PC-FG: this is PC extended with van Beek's algorithm for removing the forbidden graphs in a path-consistent temporal CSP [39] .
Systems PC and PC-FG compute the minimal CSP representation for a CSP over the convex PA and full PA, respectively. The output of PC and PC-FG is a square matrix M such that each entry M[i, j] contains a representation of the strongest entailed relation between the i-th and the j-th variables of the input CSP.
Methods based on metagraph closure for timegraph TG[PC]:
this is an implementation of the method computing the metagraph closure by algorithm PC-MetagraphClosure given in Section 3.1.1.
TGQ:
this is an implementation of the method computing the metagraph closure by algorithm Q-MetagraphClosure given in Section 3.1.1.
TGC:
this is an implementation of the method computing the metagraph closure by algorithm ChainClosure given in Section 3.1.2.
Each of these systems computes the minimal CSP representation for a temporal CSP over either the convex PA or full PA.
The output of TG[PC]
and TGQ is the collection of data structures representing the timegraph of the input CSP extended with a square matrix for the explicit closure of the metagraph CSP. The output of TGC are the data structures representing the timegraph extended with the chain closure (the chainless and chainleq links).
Methods based on SP-metagraph closure SPMG[PC] and SPMG[PC-FG]:
the first is an implementation of the method computing the SP-metagraph closure by enforcing path consistency to the metagraph CSP; the second is the same as SPMG[PC] with the addition of van Beek's algorithm for reducing the forbidden graphs. SPMGQ: this is an implementation of the method computing the SP-metagraph closure by using the SPMG query algorithm [5] and it is analogous to TGQ (using the SP-metagraph instead of the timegraph metagraph). 
Experimental settings and test domains
For our experiments we considered three classes of data sets (CSPs): random CSPs (domains R1-R4), CSPs exhibiting chain structure (domains C1-C3) and CSPs exhibiting SP-graph structure (domains SP1-SP3). These data sets were obtained by running seven different generators. In particular, the CSPs for domains R1-R3, C1, C3, and SP1-SP3 were synthesized using the generators of DelGrande and collaborators, or some variants of them 9 ; the CSPs for domain R4 were derived by using the Nebel's generator [29] for CSP over the Interval Algebra; the CSPs for domain C2 were obtained using a new generator and the plans computed by SHOP2 [28] , a well-known planning system used in many applications [27] . 8 All software used is available at http://zeus.ing.unibs.it/MetaGraphClosure/. Our implementation of the timegraph algorithms does handle the potential "pathological case" identified in [5] by considering, during search, all successors of v on C with at least one outgoing cross-chain metaedge as the successors of a metanode v on C . We carefully checked our code to be bug free and similar to the original Lisp implementations. The main difference concerns some improvements in the implementation of the timegraph algorithms, especially the query algorithm for the metagraph, which is similar to the one used in SPMG for the SP-metagraph but does not handle implicit < relations, because they are made explicit in the timegraph. The path consistency method was carefully implemented to make the code efficient. 9 Domains C1, SP1 and two variants of domains R1 and R3 (in which the number of input constraints is linear w.r.t. the point variables) have also been used in [5] .
Since the main goal of the experiments is testing the effectiveness of the proposed methods to computing minimal CSP representations, every generated CSP is consistent and does not contain or entail equality constraints. 10 In all plots that will be presented, each point on a curve is the average value over 100 CSPs processed by the method corresponding to that curve. All tests were conducted using an Intel Xeon(tm) 3 GHz with 1 Gbytes of RAM.
We remind the reader that in the following description n and c indicate the number of variables and constraints, respectively, in the generated CSP. Domain R1. This domain consists of CSPs with randomly generated constraints over the convex PA. Each generated CSP has the same number ( c 2 ) of <, -constraints and no =-constraint. The value of n ranges from 100 to 3000, and c is equal to n · (log 2 (n)) . Domain R2. This domain consists of CSPs with randomly generated constraints over the convex PA and different degrees of sparseness. In each generated CSP, n = 3000 and there is the same number of <, -constraints. Differently from domain R1, in R2 c ranges from 3000 (very sparse CSPs) to 4 449 500 (very dense CSPs). Domain R3. This domain is the same as domain R1, except that the generated CSPs are over the full PA. Each generated CSP contains n · (log 2 (n)) constraints, 10% of which are =-constraints. Domain R4. This domain consists of CSPs over the full PA derived by translating randomly generated CSPs over the pointizable subclass of the Interval Algebra into equivalent CSPs over PA using the translation schema in [40] . Each CSP over the pointizable IA contains n intervals, the average degree of the constraint graph is log 2 (n) and n ranges from 50 to 1500. Domain C1. This domain consists of CSPs over the convex PA with a structure based on chains, which were randomly generated as described in [5] (i.e., every CSP corresponds to a random graph with 5 chains, each with n/5 vertices, n/5 transitive <-edges for the whole graph, and n/5 cross-chain edges), with n ranging from 100 to 3000. Domain C2. These CSPs were obtained from the temporal structure of the plans computed by planner SHOP2 [28] for a large set of randomly generated problems in the known planning domain ZenoTravel [20, 32] . Each of these plans contains more than 1500 actions, and each plan action a defines two point variables, a − and a + , corresponding to the start and the end of a, respectively. For each considered value of n (ranging from 100 to 3000), the 100 generated CSPs were obtained from the first n/2 actions and the corresponding ordering constraints in 100 different plans.
Domain C3.
This domain is the same as domain C1, except that the CSPs are over the full PA. In particular, 10% of the input constraints are =-constraints connecting randomly selected pairs of nodes.
Domain SP1.
This domain consists of CSPs over the convex PA with a structure based on series-parallel graphs, which were randomly generated as described in [5] (i.e., each CSP corresponds to a random series-parallel graph over all n vertices with additional n/10 − 1 noise-edges between randomly selected vertices), with n ranging from 100 to 3000. Domain SP2. This domain is the same as domain SP1, except that the CSPs are over the full PA. In particular, 10% of the input constraints are =-constraints connecting randomly selected pairs of vertices. Domain SP3. This domain consists of CSPs over the convex PA with a structure based on series-parallel graphs and different values for the number e noise of noisy-edges altering the structure. In each CSP, n = 3000 and the constraints are generated as for domain SP1, except that e noise ranges from a very small value (e noise /n = 0.001) to a very high value (e noise /n = 10). Domain C2 consists of real data from a planning domain. We believe that the chain-based structure of the temporal information in the plans is typical for many planning domains. The very well-known BlocksWorld domain is an additional (extreme) example: the actions of every valid plan are totally ordered, yielding a graph of ordering constraints for the action endpoints forming a single time chain. The plans for the ZenoTravel problems considered for domain C2 have a weaker, but still evident, chain structure. Table 3 shows some information about the structure of the CSPs derived from the ZenoTravel plans. These plans concern moving people in a network of locations by using a limited number of aircrafts consuming fuel. The longest chains in the timegraph representation of the corresponding ZenoTravel CSPs derive from the constraints involving the actions moving and refuelling aircrafts, while the shortest chains derive from those concerning boarding or debarking people (the boarding/debarking of a person to/from an aircraft often happens concurrently with the refuelling of the aircraft). The large plans used for domain C2 move many persons, and this determines many short chains. 10 The second assumption is adopted because the methods using timegraphs and SP-graphs handle equalities before constructing the metagraphs, and so the presence of explicit or implied equalities in the input CSPs would reduce their size before constructing the timegraphs and SPMG representations. Hence, the proposed metagraph closure methods would have some advantage in the experimental comparison with traditional PC-based approach, where equalities are not "compiled away". Moreover, the presence of equalities in the generated CSPs would make controlling the size of the input timegraphs and SP-metagraphs for our methods more difficult. 11 Since we could not control the number of actions in a plan generated by SHOP2, in order to generate CSPs with increasing value of n in this domain, we only used a portion of each generated plan involving n/2 actions. The performance of the compared methods for the CSPs from several full plans that we checked is similar to the ones given for the highest value of n considered in the plots. 
Summary of the main experimental results
In this brief subsection, we summarize the main observations that can be derived from the detailed experimental results presented in the next subsections. Each compared method will be indicated with the name of the system implementing it.
Metagraph closure for timegraph
• CSPs with random constraints over either the convex or full PA. For sparse and dense CSPs, the methods based on metagraph closure TGC and TGQ are significantly faster than the path-consistency methods (PC and PC-FG); TG[PC] performs similarly to PC, except for extremely dense CSPs, where it performs much better than PC and similarly to TGC and TGQ. Moreover, for sparse CSPs TGC is much faster than TGQ, while for very dense CSPs these methods perform similarly.
• CSPs with chain-based structure over the convex PA. All the compared methods computing the metagraph closure are significantly faster than PC. TGC is clearly the fastest, while TGQ is faster than TG[PC] when the chain structure is stronger (domain C1), and it performs similarly to TG[PC] otherwise. Moreover, the space consumption for TGC is significantly smaller than for PC, and, when the chain structure is strong, also than for TG[PC] and TGQ.
• CSPs with chain-based structure over the full PA. TGC and TGQ are significantly faster than PC-FG, while TG[PC] is only slightly faster than PC-FG. TGC is also faster than TGQ and is clearly the fastest of the compared methods. Overall, the methods with the best performance are those computing the metagraph closure using the chain closure algorithm, TGC and SPMG [TGC] . For CSPs with structure strongly based on SP-graphs, SPMG[TGC] is faster than TGC, but when the SP-graph structure is altered by a high number of noisy edges, these methods perform similarly. Finally, also for CSPs with random constraints and CSPs with chain-based structure we observed that SPMG[TGC] and TGC have a similar performance.
Metagraph closure for
Results about the metagraph closure in timegraphs
In this section, we compare the performance of the methods based on the metagraph closure for the timegraph and the method based on path-consistency. First we present the results for the convex PA, and then those for the full PA. The analysis focuses on speed, the last part of the section also gives some observations concerning space consumption. Fig. 10 shows the CPU time of TGC, TGQ, TG[PC] and PC for domains R1, C1 and C2. Concerning domain R1, which is formed by CSPs with random constraints over the convex PA, TGC is clearly the best method: it is up to two orders of magnitude faster than TGQ, and up to about three orders of magnitude faster than TG[PC] and PC.
TGQ performs much better than PC and, surprisingly, it is also much faster than TG [PC] . The reason of the good performance of TGQ is the effective exploitation of the ranks to prune the path search in the timegraph query algorithm. The strong positive impact of using ranks for speeding up queries has also been observed in [5, 13] and empirically demonstrated in [5] .
Moreover, the results in Fig. 10 indicate that, for the CSPs in domain R1, TG[PC] and PC perform similarly. However, this behavior is not surprising because the CPU time for computing the timegraph is negligible w.r.t. the CPU time for computing the metagraph closure by PC and, for CSPs with random constraints, the size of the metagraph CSP is roughly the same as the size of the input CSP.
Concerning the CSPs with chain-based structure in domain C1, the performance gaps between the approach based on the metagraph closure and the path-consistency approach are even more dramatic than for the CSPs in domain R1: TG[PC] is up to two orders of magnitude faster than PC; TGQ is up to three orders of magnitude faster than PC; while TGC is clearly again the best of the compared methods, with an improvement of up to four orders of magnitude relative to PC. Evidently, as expected, each of TGC, TGQ and TG[PC] exploits the chain structure of the CSPs in domain C1. In this domain, the advantage of TG[PC] relative to PC can be explained by the fact that, differently from domain R1, for domain C1, the metagraph CSPs are considerably smaller than the corresponding input CSPs.
Concerning the CSPs with chain-based structure in domain C2, again TGC shows the best performance: it is up to about two orders of magnitude faster than TGQ and TG [PC] , and up to about four orders of magnitude faster than PC. Interestingly, TG[PC] and TGQ perform similarly and they are up to about two orders of magnitude faster than PC. Fig. 11 shows the results of an experiment analyzing the performance of the metagraph-closure approach for CSPs with random constraints and different degrees of sparseness. We observe that the good performance of TGC relative to PC does not depend on the sparseness of the input CSP: TGC is always much faster than PC. On the contrary, the performance gap between TGC and TGQ is significantly affected by the number of input constraints. For sparse CSPs, TGC is about two orders of magnitude faster than TGQ, but this gap increasingly reduces when the CSPs are denser, up to become negligible for complete CSPs (i.e., CSPs with a constraint for every pair of variables). Moreover, we observe that the relative performance of TGC and TG[PC] is only slightly affected in the case of dense graphs, while these methods become indistinguishable for CSPs corresponding to complete graphs. The data in the table below the plot of Fig. 11 help understand the observed behavior: denser CSPs generate timegraphs having less chains, with the extreme case of the complete CSPs (involving 3000 variables and 4 498 500 input constraints) generating timegraphs formed by only one chain. For timegraphs with few chains, the cost of making the queries between every pair of metanodes on different chains is roughly the same as the cost for computing the chain closure. However, the metagraph CSPs are still large enough to make the execution of algorithm PC-MetagraphClosure the most expensive task of TG [PC] . On the contrary, for complete CSPs, the time spent by this algorithm is practically null because the metagraph CSP of the timegraph is empty.
We now present the experimental results for the full PA obtained with domains R3, R4 and C3. For the CSPs of R3 and C3, the plots in Fig. 12 show that TG[PC] and PC-FG perform similarly; TGQ performs about one order of magnitude faster than TG[PC] and PC; TGC is up to about one order of magnitude faster than TGQ and up to about two orders of magnitude faster than TG[PC] and PC-FG. For the CSPs of R4, TGQ is about two times faster than TG[PC] and PC-FG, while TGC is up to about two orders of magnitude faster than the other compared approaches.
The observed improvements of the metagraph-closure methods relative to PC are generally less dramatic than for domains R1, C1 and C2, although they are often still very clear and significant in the cases of TGQ and TGC. The reason of this behavior is the cost of dealing with =-constraints in the timegraph construction, which can be the step requiring the highest runtime, attenuating the overall advantages of TGC and TGQ.
We conclude this section with some observations about space consumption. Since our implementations are not optimized for space, we give an estimate of space consumption based on the observed number of generic links (all edges, metaedges and links) used for computing the representations of the different compared methods. For every matrix required in the representation (such as the matrix storing the =-relations in the timegraph, the matrix representing the output of the path consistency algorithm used by TG[PC] and PC, and the matrix containing the results of making the queries between metanodes used by TGQ), as number of generic links, we consider the number of entries in the triangular version of the matrix. In particular, given a CSP Θ involving n variables, the reference bound for comparing space consumption is n 2 −n 2 , i.e., the number of the entries in the triangular matrix representing the output of PC applied to Θ. This quadratic space quantity will be indicated with PC-space.
The results in Fig. 13 indicate that, for chain-structured CSPs, the methods based on metagraph closure can be practically advantageous in terms of space w.r.t. PC-space. For domain C1, the space used by TGC is up to about two orders of magnitude smaller than PC-space, while for domain C2 it is up to one order of magnitude smaller. The reason why TGC consumes more space for domain C2 than for domain C1 is that most of the space is used for storing chainless and chainleq links, and the number of these links (2 · n c ·n) depends on the number of chains (n c ), which for the CSPs in domain C2 is much greater than for the CSPs in domain C1. Concerning TGQ and TG [PC] , which roughly use the same amount of space, for domains C1 and C2, their space consumption is up to about one order of magnitude smaller than PC-space. Most of the space is used by the triangular matrix storing the metagraph closure, and the sizes of the matrices for storing the CSPs in domain C1 are similar to those for the CSPs in domain C2.
Finally, we observe that the advantage of the proposed metagraph-closure approach in terms of space naturally depends on the structure of the input CSP: if the size of the metagraph CSP of the timegraph is not significantly smaller than the size of the input CSP, the metagraph-closure methods could use even more space than PC, because of the extra space needed to represent the timegraph. For example, we observed that for CSPs with random constraints TGQ and TG[PC] use slightly more space than PC, while TGC uses only two times less space. 
Results about the series-parallel metagraph closure
In this section, the methods based on the closure of the SP-metagraph are experimentally analyzed. We present first the results for the convex PA, and then those for the full PA. relative to SPMGQ is not obvious, given that, in practice, the fast query algorithm of SPMG performs much better than its worst-case linear complexity [5] , and the queries performed by SPMGQ are restricted to those between vertices on different metaedges of the SP-metagraph.
SPMGQ is slightly faster than PC (up to six times), while SPMG[PC] performs similarly to PC. The latter result can be explained by observing that the CPU time for computing the SP-metagraph of the input CSP is negligible w.r.t. the CPU time for enforcing path consistency to it, and for the CSPs of domain R1 the size of the metagraph CSP is roughly the same as the size of the input CSP.
Concerning the SP-graph structured CSPs in domain SP1, the performance gaps between the methods based on the SPmetagraph closure and PC are even larger than those observed for domain R1: SPMG[PC] and SPMGQ are almost two orders of magnitude faster than PC, while SPMG[TGC] is up to about four orders of magnitude faster than PC. This is because the SP-metagraphs for the CSPs in domain SP1 are generally much smaller than those for the CSPs in domain R1, and hence computing their closure is much faster. The relative performance of SPMG[TGC], SPMGQ and SPMG[PC] remains roughly the same as for domain R1 (except for SPMG[PC] versus SPMGQ, which for domain SP1 perform similarly), since all these methods exploit the structure of the CSPs in domain SP1. Fig. 15 shows the performance of the compared methods for the full PA. Concerning the CSPs in domains R3 and R4, the method combining SPMG and TGC shows again the best performance, and it is up to about two orders of magnitude faster than the method based on path consistency (including the removal of the forbidden graphs). Overall, for domains R3 and R4, the relative performance of the compared methods is similar to the one observed for the CSPs in domain R1 (which does not contain =-constraints), with the main difference that the performance gap between SPMG[TGC] and the other methods is less dramatic (but still very significant), because of the cost of handling =-constraints in the timegraph of the SP-metagraph, which attenuates the advantage of the metagraph closure algorithm.
Concerning the CSPs in domain SP2, as expected, the performance gaps between the methods based on the closure of the SP-metagraph and the method based on path consistency are even bigger than those observed for domain R3, with SPMG[TGC] again exhibiting the best performance. This improvement is clearly related to the structure based on SP-graphs of these CSPs, which is exploited by SPMG [5] .
Overall, TGC and SPMG[TGC] are the best of the considered methods for the metagraph closure in the timegraph and SPMG representations, respectively. As we have seen, these methods perform drastically better than the method based on path consistency. In the rest of this section, we analyze the relative performance of TGC and SPMG [TGC] .
Concerning CSPs with structure based on SP-graphs, we observed that, for domains SP1 and SP2, SPMG[TGC] is faster than TGC (up to five times for SP1 and up to 2 times for SP2). The main reasons are that, for these CSPs, the SP-metagraph construction is faster than the timegraph construction, and the SP-metagraph CSP can be considerably smaller than the corresponding metagraph CSP generated through the timegraph representation.
In order to better understand to what extent the CSP structure based on SP-graphs is important to SPMG[TGC], we compared SPMG[TGC] and TGC using the CSPs in domain SP3, where the SP-graph structure is altered by an increasing number of noisy constraints. The results of this experiment are in Fig. 16 . The left part of the plot concerns CSPs with structure strongly based on SP-graphs, while the right part concerns CSPs with structure weakly based on SP-graphs. For CSPs with stronger structure, SPMG [TGC] it is up to about one order of magnitude faster than TGC. For CSPs with a weak structure, the compared methods perform similarly (with a small advantage for TGC when the SP-graph structure is most greatly altered).
The data in the table below the plot of Fig. 16 help understand the observed behavior. For CSPs with very strong SPgraph structure, the corresponding SP-metagraph CSPs are much smaller than the input CSPs; hence, running TGC on the SP-metagraph CSP is faster than running it on the corresponding input CSP. On the contrary, for CSPs with very weak SP- graph structure, the SP-metagraph CSPs are essentially as large as the corresponding input CSPs; hence, for these CSPs, the two methods perform similarly, because the timegraph construction plus its metagraph closure is generally much more expensive than the SP-metagraph construction without closure.
Concerning CSPs with random constraints and CSPs with structure based on chains, we observed that for domains R1 and C1 w.r.t. the input CSP (e.g., for a CSP with 3000 variables, on average the metanodes and metaedges in the SP-metagraph are about 55% and 67% of the variables and constraints, respectively, in the input CSP).
Conclusions
Computing a representation of a set of constraints (CSP) over the Point Algebra supporting the derivation of the minimal relation between any pair of variables in constant-time is an important problem in point-based qualitative temporal reasoning. We have addressed this problem by a new approach which exploits the structure (chains or series-parallel graphs) of the temporal information in the input CSP and/or its sparseness, but which can perform efficiently also for generic CSPs. These structural aspects are captured by the metagraphs of the timegraph and SPMG representations for the input temporal CSP. The computation and appropriate use of the metagraph closure allows us to derive constant-time algorithms for querying the minimal relation between any pair of variables in the CSP.
We have introduced several specific methods for computing the metagraph closure and querying minimal relations, which have been theoretically and experimentally evaluated. Theoretically, for CSPs over the full PA exhibiting chain or SP-graph structure (where the size of the metagraph is smaller than the size of the input CSP) and sparse CSPs over the convex PA with arbitrary structure, the (worst-case) complexity of the proposed methods is better than the complexity of the known methods for computing the minimal CSP representation.
An extensive experimental analysis presented in the paper evaluates seven methods for computing metagraph closure, using various types of data sets. Overall, the results of this analysis indicate that the metagraph-closure approach can be significantly more efficient than the traditional approach based on enforcing path-consistency to the input CSP, both for CSPs exhibiting chain or SP-graph structure and (sparse or dense) CSPs with random constraints. In particular, the two proposed methods using the new algorithm ChainClosure for the timegraph and the SPMG representations, respectively, showed the best performance. With respect to known algorithms, in our experiments these methods obtained a significant speed improvement: up to four orders of magnitude for chain or SP-graph structured CSPs; up to three orders of magnitude for CSPs with random constraints over the convex PA; and up to two orders of magnitude for CSPs over the full PA.
An interesting direction for future work is studying the possible uses of the metagraph-closure approach in the context of a more general reasoning system supporting other classes of qualitative relations, such as the relations in the well-known ORD-Horn subalgebra of Allen's Interval Algebra [30] or in the full Interval Algebra, which can be expressed as disjunctions of PA-relations [10, 13, 30] and represented through disjunctive timegraphs [13] . Proof. Let R be the strongest relation between v and w entailed by T , and R the relation between these variables in
Then R ⊂ R and there are four cases to consider, each of which leads to a contradiction.
Case (a): R is . Then, by construction of Θ T , in T there cannot be an edge connecting v and w. Moreover, T cannot contain a (<)-path from v and w (assuming, without loss of generality, Rank(v) < Rank(w)). If this were the case, by Definition 13, Θ T would contain a constraint with relation either < or for each pair x, y of consecutive metavertices in the path from v to w, where x and y are either on the same chain or connected by a directed metaedge. Thus, it is easy to verify that Θ T would entail v w, which is impossible if R is . By Proposition 4, it follows that R / ∈ {<, , =}, contradicting R ⊂ R .
Case (b): R is =. Then either v = w ∈ Θ T or v = w is generated when enforcing path consistency to Θ T . The second case is impossible, because by construction of Θ T , Θ T does not contain =-constraints, and =-constraints can be generated by using the PA composition operator only if the temporal CSP contains =-constraints. It follows that (v, =, w) ∈ T , and so by Proposition 7 R is =, which contradicts R ⊂ R .
Case (c): R is . Then, since R ⊂ R , R should be <, and by Proposition 4 T contains a <-path π from v to w. If (v, <, w) ∈ T , then by construction of Θ T , R cannot be . By Definition 13, for each pair x, y of consecutive metavertices in π , Θ T contains either x y or x < y (because x and y are either on the same chain or are connected by a metaedge), and if the subpath of π from x to y is a <-path, then by Proposition 4 and construction of Θ T x < y ∈ Θ T . Since at least one subpath in π between metavertices must be a <-path (because π is a <-path), it follows that Θ T | v < w, and hence that R is <, contradicting that R is and R ⊂ R . Induction hypothesis (n = k > 1): the algorithm correctly processes the k metanodes corresponding to the first k iterations of the external loop.
Induction step (n = k + 1): we show that the algorithm correctly computes the chainless and chainleq links of the metanode v processed at the (k + 1)-th iteration. First we consider the chainless links.
The computation of the chainless link of v for a chain C should search the existence of a <-path from v to every vertex on C (and return the connected vertex on C with the lowest rank). In order to search these <-paths, ChainClosure considers (a) every successor metanode on a chain different from Chain(v) to which v is connected by a metaedge and (b) the successor metanodes of v on Chain(v) through the <-edges in E ng . By construction of T , for each edge from v to s inÊ ∪ E ng , the rank of s is greater than the rank of v; hence, since step 1 processes the metanodes according to their decreasing rank, at the (k + 1)-th iteration, metanode s has already been processed, and, by the induction hypothesis, all chainless and chainleq links of s have been correctly computed. It follows that, for any chain C , if Chainless(v, C ) = null, then Chainless(v, C ) must be a node w such that at least one of the following cases holds: Steps 5, 7, 12 and 14 consider all cases (i)-(iv), and, for every chain C , if the rank of the considered node w is lower than the rank of the current value of Chainless(v, C ), then they update Chainless(v, C ) with w. Therefore, at the end of the (k + 1)-th iteration of the external loop, Chainless(v, C ) is the minimum-rank node on C for which there is a <-path from v or the initially set null value (if there exists no <-path).
We can use a similar argumentation for proving the correctness of the chainleq links computed by ChainClosure. For these links, the algorithm considers only the successor metanodes connected through -edges, because the computation of the chainleq corresponds to checking the existence of -paths (formed only by -edges), and it uses their (already computed) chainleq links. Hence, similarly to the proof for the chainless links, we have that for any chain C , if Chainleq(v, C ) = null, then Chainleq(v, C ) must be a node w such that at least one of the following cases holds: = Chainleq(s, C ), where s is a metanode s.t. (v, , s) ∈Ê. ) is the minimum-rank node on C for which there is a -path from v and no <-path between them, or the null value (if such a node does not exist). 2
Appendix B. Chain closure variants
In practice, the computation of the chain closure for a timegraph T can be the most expensive task for TGC in the construction of the metagraph-closure representation of a CSP over the (convex or full) Point Algebra, in terms of both CPU time and estimated memory consumption. 12 Fig . 17 gives some experimental results indicating that indeed this can be the case. In this experiment, we consider two classes of CSPs which have been defined and used in the previous section: randomly generated CSPs over the convex PA (domain R1) and randomly generated CSPs over the full PA (domain R3). Concerning CPU time, for large CSPs over the convex PA, we observed that, on average, computing the chain closure of T is more expensive than constructing T ; while for CSPs over the full PA, the task of dealing with =-constraints makes the construction of T slightly more expensive than computing its chain closure. Concerning space, we observed that, on average, the extra space required for computing the chain closure exceeds the space for constructing the timegraph considerably, for both domain R1 and domain R3. 13 The computational cost of the chain closure can be reduced by using a variant of ChainClosure, called OneChainClosure, which allows us to accomplish this task partially, incrementally, or in a decomposed fashion making the approach suitable to a distributed implementation. Essentially, this algorithm is the same as ChainClosure except that it computes the chain closure for only one given chain: given a timegraph T and a chain C of T , algorithm OneChainClosure computes Chainless(v, C ) and Chainleq(v, C ) for every metanode v of T . A detailed description of this algorithm is given in Fig. 18 . The significant differences w.r.t. the more general chain closure algorithm are the loops at steps 2, 6, and 13 of ChainClosure, each of which in OneChainClosure is reduced to a simple step. It can be easily seen that this simplification makes the time complexity of OneChainClosure O (ê), and reduces the number of additional links generated by the algorithm to O (n). It follows that running OneChainClosure for all chains has an overall complexity (both time and space) which is the same as the complexity of ChainClosure.
Algorithm OneChainClosure can be used in a number of different ways discussed below.
Partial closure. The chain closure is limited to a subset of the timegraph chains (preferring the longest ones, or those which we possibly know will involve more queries). While clearly this saves time and space during compilation of the input CSP, the price to pay is that not all the minimal constraints can be derived in constant time from the resulting data structure: the strongest entailed relation can be derived in constant time only for every pair of variables v and w such that (i) one of the variables (graph nodes) lies on a chain C for which the closure has been performed, (ii) both v and w are on the same 12 The time complexity bound for ChainClosure in Theorem 3 is not higher than the overall time complexity of the algorithms for constructing the timegraph before chain closure. However, these are worst-case bounds; in practice, constructing the timegraph T of an input CSP can be faster than computing the chain closure for T . This is because the timegraph algorithms can exploit some information and data structures, such as the vertex ranks for pruning the path search, making the runtime in practice much better than the worst case. 13 The percentage of extra space consumption is estimated using the number of additional links needed for the chain closure divided by the total number of the links required for the timegraph representation extended with chain closure and multiplied by 100.
Incremental on-demand closure. The chain closure is incrementally computed at query time by running OneChainClosure "on demand", i.e., when the query involves two variables v and w (with Rank(v) Rank(w)) that are on different chains and such that the closure for Chain(w) has not been computed yet (otherwise the strongest entailed relation between v and w can be computed in constant time). Note that the time complexity of OneChainClosure and of the timegraph query algorithm for pairs of variables on different chains is the same; moreover, even if the query algorithm could be more efficient in practice (e.g., because of the search path pruning obtained by exploiting the vertex ranks), running OneChainClosure for a query has some positive side effects and practical advantages:
• once we have computed the closure for a chain C , every query involving any variable w on chain C and another variable v such that Rank(v) < Rank(w) on a possibly different chain can be answered in constant time; • since the chain closure computation is interleaved with the queries, its total cost is distributed during the use of the representation under construction, rather than being spent altogether in a single processing step preceding the query phase;
• since the decomposed computation is on demand, if no query involving a chain is performed, then the closure for this chain is not computed. Consequently, at any time, if the queries already done involved only a subset of all chains, the total time spent for the chain closure could be significantly lower than the time the complete chain closure requires. Distributed (parallel) closure. By using algorithm OneChainClosure we can compute the closure of a chain independently from the closure of the other chains. Consequently, the complete chain closure can be computed in a distributed, parallel way. Suppose we have k processors, and let S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S k be a partition of the timegraph chain set. We can allocate to each processor the task of computing the closure for all the chains in a different element (chain subset) S i of the partition, so that the chain partition is fully covered. Depending on the value of k, this distributed method could be significantly faster (in terms of elapsed time) than a centralized computation.
